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The perception of Lublin region’s touristic vantage points (on the example of people 
visiting the region) 
The evaluation of the touristic attractiveness of the Lublin region has been based on the research 
conducted during tourism fair called “Regions and touristic products TOUR SALON 2009” that 
took place in October 2009. The research encompassed two groups: people employed in tourism 
industry and those not connected with this type of services. All the subjects were the 
representatives of people visiting the Lublin region as tourists. In order to create a full spectrum of 
perception of the touristic space in the Lublin region the survey included questions about the 
logistics of the trip, the reason for travelling, behavior during the stay, the most attractive touristic 
sights, the willingness to visit again, the rating of the Lublin region against other regions of 
Poland and the source of the information about the voivodeship. Most of the surveyed subjects 
visited the Lublin voivodeship in order to sightsee, visit family or friends or rest. In most cases, 
these were individual trips organized in the tourist season and short-term stays with friends or 
family. Among the tourist services most commonly used by the tourists it is possible to enumerate 
restaurant and gastronomy network, small retail points, available tourist attractions and the hotel 
base. The touristic attractiveness of Lublin, Kazimierz Dolny, Nałęczów and Zamość was ranked 
the highest by the surveyed. This positive perception of the Lublin region was influenced by 
factors such as: hospitality and atmosphere, different options for free-time activities, availability 
and condition of the the restaurant network, the pricing of services, the natural and anthropogenic 
factors and the possibility for taking part in different forms of tourism. The negative estimations 
of the touristic space of the region were caused by the road infrastructure, the access conditions, 
the lack of natural environment protection, the network of additional services, the bad signage of 
the touristic routes and monuments and insufficient information on the subject. 
 


